USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10005.12


Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission 10005.12>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@::on the Artemis bridge, trying to figure out what to do::
MO_Hardy says:
@::in his quarter's getting ready for his shift::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: on Artemis bridge ::
CSOMacMer says:
:On the bridge, looking up from the 'Science Console', not seeing the CO, wondering where he got off to.....::
CMO_Parker says:
:: has been released from the 'brig' and is walking around looking for something ::
TO_Jury says:
::examining the big red button::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Bryant is on the Alien's "RR" waiting for the ship to arrive at the Artemis' position
CSO2_MacMer says:
@::also on Artemis bridge::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Adjusting the phasers for the wide beam stun setting::
FCO_Teasley says:
::at the mystery ship's helm::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::at Ops trying to reach the two factions::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Leaving his Second in command..
CNS_Patters says:
@ ::on the Artemis bridge::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ OPS: Anything?  :: looks over at him ::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@XO Sir nothing
TO_Jury says:
::scans the big red button with a tricorder::
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@::turns to the XO:: XO: All right, since my first idea has no quorum, we'll proceed with an AT. Are you ready for that?
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@CSO2: Get the coordinates for the government facilities of the Perlack and keep them handy, Jason.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : TO gets nothing more than he did before.. A faint power signature coming from the console below the button
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO2: may I suggest we get an away team together and go down to the surface
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CO2: Yes...:: nods :: I think that's the best alternative choice.
CSO2_MacMer says:
@CO2: Yes sir.  ::gets coordinates::
MO_Hardy says:
@::leave's his quarter's and heads for the TL:: Self: my first shift.......I must make a good impression on  the CMO ::enters TL:: TL: Sickbay
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: In this case... I want you to take... let's see ::already knows who she... errr... he will send::
TO_Jury says:
::stands by the tactical console and examines the tactical display::
CMO_Parker says:
@<CMO2> MO: Welcome back, ensign. I have a job for you...
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: Make it OPS, CTO ::nods at the men:: and you'll need a MO.
FCO_Teasley says:
::checks the ETA to the Artemis::
CSOMacMer says:
*CMO*: I understand you're out of the "brig", do you have a tricorder available?
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@CNS: I am sure you will be useful as well, please accompany the Commander.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CO2: I was just about to say that... :: smiles ::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : According to the Navigational screen on the alien ship, the Artemis' position is coming up.. in about 20mins (estimated)
MO_Hardy says:
@CMO2: what do u have for me Sir.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO2: may I suggest that I stay on board and keep trying to make contact?
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: Wonderful, we are already thinking alike. I want you to take weapons, just in case, just not rifles, make them the standard phasers.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@*MO*: Report to transporter room for an away mission.
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: :: taps uniform, looking for a tricorder, and remembers the med one :: Just a medical tricorder, sir
CNS_Patters says:
@CO2: Aye, sir.
CTO_Gore says:
@TO: Mr. Jury, please take over tactical while I'm on the away team ::Steps away from tac and over to the XO::
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@OPS: No, MacMer here will take care of that ::nods to the fake MacMer:: We'll keep a transporter lock on you at all times as well.
MO_Hardy says:
@*XO*: aye aye Mam
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO; ETA to the Artemis is about 20 minutes
CSOMacMer says:
*CMO*: Good, please examine the glowing balls at the end of the corridors.  They seem to react to thought patterns.
Host AGMSergio says:
@<TO2_Jury> CTO : Aye, sir..
CMO_Parker says:
@ <CMO2> MO: Let's go on our rounds. I need someone to come with me. Grab a med kit and let's go.
CSOMacMer says:
FCO: Thank you.
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: :: walks to the light ball and scans it ::
CSOMacMer says:
FCO: Have you been able to figure out how fast this ship goes?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ALL: Let's do it... :: nods at OPS, CNS, and CTO to follow her. ::
TO_Jury says:
::Pushes a button that looks like the weapons system::
FCO_Teasley says:
::watches course projection::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Follows the XO into the turbo lift::
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: Good luck, Commander
MO_Hardy says:
@CMO2: Sir the XO just game me an order to report to the Transporter room.  ::Grabs the standard AT gear::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Nothing happens on the alien ship
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::comms Ens Guy to take over OPS::
CMO_Parker says:
@ <CMO2> MO: :: sighs :: Ah well, I will wait a while longer.
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@::turns and winks at MacMer:: CSO2: Got the coordinates, right? Send them to the TR chief
TO_Jury says:
::pushes another button on the console::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: Do you have your assault team lined up?  And has anyone figured out how to transport over to the Artemis when we get there?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: heads to the turbolift :: CO2: thank you sir....
Host AGMSergio says:
@<Ens Guy> ::promptly takes the spot::
MO_Hardy says:
@::on the way  to the transporter room he stops by his quarters to get his Bath`leth::
TO_Jury says:
*security team alpha* security please give me the boarding parties status
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: From what I can see, These balls have telepathic powers. The waves come out and go into the body, or the tricorder. Touching it seems to activate it.
MO_Hardy says:
::enters the Transporter Room::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: TL door closes on XO, OPS, CNS, and CTO, and they get to TR ::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : On the Alien Ship, CSO starts getting reports of Crewmen feeling sick..
CNS_Patters says:
@::goes to the Turbolift:: 
CSOMacMer says:
*CMO*: Can you see if this phenomenon appears on any of the other ship's systems?
CTO_Gore says:
@::In the transporter room, starts handing out hand phasers::
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@::stretches on the bridge, and smiles, looking at the planet on the viewscreen::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: gets to TR ::
MO_Hardy says:
@::takes the phaser and holsters it::
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: I would think that all of the light balls are the same. But :: scans the panels ::
TO_Jury says:
XO: the security team has access to the transporter but no weapons
CNS_Patters says:
@ :: enters the TR :: XO: What exactly are we doing, again?
MO_Hardy says:
@::wait's for the rest of the AT to show up::
CSOMacMer says:
*CMO*: It looks like were getting a higher priority for you.  A number of crewmembers are complaining of nausea.  Perhaps the galley food was bad.....
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: sees MO :: ALL: good.. we're all here.... :: steps onto transporter pad ::;
CTO_Gore says:
@::Walks over to Patters and hands him a phaser::
MO_Hardy says:
::gets on the TR pad::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : CMO discovers that the panels work in a similar way to the "TLs". By reading thought patterns..
CTO_Gore says:
@ALL: Is everyone armed? 
CNS_Patters says:
@ :: takes the phaser :: CTO: Fun, phaser type things :: smiles :: 
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::takes his special PADD::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Which is what made the task of the Artemis crew easier in finding out how to use things.
CNS_Patters says:
@ CTO: Oh, I'm armed. 
CSOMacMer says:
TO: OK, if you can plan a precise beam in, beam directly to the computer core and us it to take over the ship, hopefully without firing a weapon.
CTO_Gore says:
@::Steps on the pad::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: feels her holster for her phasers :: CNS: We've been trying to get the attention of the people on the planet... they have no responded to our hails... we're going to see what's up.
MO_Hardy says:
@ CTO I'm armed
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@*XO* Are you ready?
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: The panels are the same. But a galley? This place seems exactly like a ship... I'm on my way. :: touches light ball and thinks of galley ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@*CO2*: Yes sir...
FCO_Teasley says:
::analyzes course projection for the Artemis::
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@*XO* Well then... keep us posted.
CTO_Gore says:
@XO: I think we should expect a less then warm reception commander.
Host CO2_Bryant says:
@::TR Chief nods at the XO to initiate transport::
CNS_Patters says:
@ XO: How fun :: smiles again :: 
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@TR Chief: Energize.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CMO reaches a small room, filled with people who had the exact same thought.. They haven't found any food yet..
Host CO2_Bryant says:
ACTION: AT materializes on the planet's surface. Some buildings appear to be destroyed; smoke from recent bomb explosions fills the streets... but what appears to be the government building is in front of them, in good shape.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: rematerializes and looks around, ready position ::
CMO_Parker says:
:: notices the hungry people, and opens the med kit to find any food ::
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: rematerializes :: 
MO_Hardy says:
$:: rematerializes::
CTO_Gore says:
$::Materializes, phaser drawn, making sure the area is safe::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: drops her jaws in surprise ::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: why couldn't we use the weapons on this ship to put the aliens to sleep?
TO_Jury says:
::pushes more buttons on the TAC console::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ALL: No one happened to have a tricorder on them, do they?   :: eyes the undamaged building ::
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: looks around.. :: XO: No tricorder here 
CMO_Parker says:
:: leaves the crew to the food and looks at the wall, scanning it ::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::after rematerialization, he pulls out his PADD and keeps monitoring the activity on the Bridge of the Artemis::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: If you can find that trick and turn it around on them, then great.  What's the back up plan if you don't find the right button?
MO_Hardy says:
$::look's around::  Self: well here it looks like I would have a lot of work
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : No food is found in the CMO's bag.. a lot of people here are feeling nauseous themselves..
SO_Donovan says:
::feels somewhat dizzy:: self: I'm hungry
Host Council_Lia says:
$::issues some more orders for the battle, from the underground bunker::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: There isn't one
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ALL: Be on your toes...  We're going that way... :: nods towards the building. ::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: No button, or no plan?
CNS_Patters says:
$ ::wonders if anyone on the planet needs Counseling:: 
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The TO can't seem to activate any of the weapons.
TO_Jury says:
CSO: Both
CTO_Gore says:
$::hands the XO his tricorder:: XO: There commander.
MO_Hardy says:
$XO: this is a total war zone down here...
CMO_Parker says:
:: thinks of a nice meal, sitting on the table. Closes eyes and touches the wall ::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: ok we have no weapons
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$:: looks at the Engineering of the buildings::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CTO: Er... thanks... :: holds the tricorder, and scans the area as she walked ::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: which means I'm wasting my time here.
Colonel_Kitty says:
$::approaches the AT::
Host Council_Lia says:
$::discusses strategy with a General and nods, satisfied::
CTO_Gore says:
$::Moves along with the others to the building::
FCO_Teasley says:
::checks ETA for the Artemis::
CNS_Patters says:
$XO: I don't like war zones.. They are bloody, and icky.. That's why I became a counselor :: smiles :: I assume that these people have experienced a lot of trauma, so I guess I will be of help 
CSOMacMer says:
TO: No, you are not.  We need to figure out how to get back on the Artemis and take her back.
MO_Hardy says:
$XO: there is a person moving towards us Mam
SO_Donovan says:
::still mapping out the corridors of the ship and looking for colored transporter balls::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: There are two ways to do that, both involve command codes.
TO_Jury says:
CSO: unless you can access the ship's computer and help me access the weapons systems
Host Council_Lia says:
ACTION: uniformed people run around, without noticing the AT.
CSOMacMer says:
TO: Either you can get me, or another senior officer to the computer core, or we try to do it via a comm link....
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: sees colonel :: MO:  I see him too...
FCO_Teasley says:
::starts feeling a little dizzy::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: I think we need to get someone to the Artemis
Colonel_Kitty says:
$AT: You're from Starfleet?  Come with me.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Nothing appears to the CMO
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: looks into the direction the XO is and sees the Colonel as well :: Self: Great! Company... 
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Colonel: Yes.. we're.... :: gets cut off ::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::keeps an eye on his wife while he walks along with the AT::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: Ok, how do we do that?  Is there some way to cloak this ship and sneak up on the Artemis?
CTO_Gore says:
$::Holsters his phaser, and follows the colonel::
FCO_Teasley says:
::gets the urge to "cough up"::
CMO_Parker says:
:: opens eyes :: Self: Rats. :: goes back to crew and scans for injuries ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: looks around the group, and continues on their way. ::
MO_Hardy says:
$::follows  the XO::
Colonel_Kitty says:
$::leads the AT to an underground bunker::
TO_Jury says:
::scans his console for the controls of a cloaking device::
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: follows the XO as well :: 
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Nothings comes up from the console at the TO's though
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: stomach churns, as she spots a few corpses here and there. ::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CMO gets strange readings from the sick people..
TO_Jury says:
::thinks cloaking device::
CMO_Parker says:
:: shows injuries and begins to heal the people, but the readings are odd ::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : He can't get too accurate a readings from the only Tricorder he has..
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ Kitty: Where are we?   :: a bit suspicious of who Kitty is. ::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: we have a small number of hand phasers
MO_Hardy says:
$::look's around as they walk to the bunker:: Self: it must have been a glory's battle here
TO_Jury says:
CSO: can you find the transporter room?
CMO_Parker says:
:: realizes that the tricorder isn't working properly, and it wouldn't be safe to do any work on them::
CNS_Patters says:
$ ::wonders to self: Who is this KITTY person?::
FCO_Teasley says:
::starts getting really dizzy::
TO_Jury says:
Computer: activate cloaking device
Colonel_Kitty says:
$XO: This is Perlack Capitol City.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$:: the war torn buildings interest MacPherson-Quest::
Host Council_Lia says:
$::receives several reports, and nods somberly::
CMO_Parker says:
:: looks up, thinking ::
CSOMacMer says:
::Seeing FCO's condition......  I need someone up here fast to take over for him...:: *SO*: Report to the Bridge..
Colonel_Kitty says:
$::arrives at the underground bunker and enters::
CMO_Parker says:
Crewman: Can you tell me what's wrong?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Kitty: What happened?
CTO_Gore says:
$::Enters the bunker::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: cloaking device or no cloaking device we have to transport to the Artemis
FCO_Teasley says:
Anyone: Can someone take over here ::tries to hold it off::, I'm not feeling to good
MO_Hardy says:
$::look's suspiciously around for any  thing that might be a threat to them::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: hesitates a moment.. and then follows. ::
Host Council_Lia says:
$::raises her head as she sees Kitty entering, followed by strangers:: Kitty: Starfleeters? Well, finally!!
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: looks at the buildings in awe.. Noticeably they have been attacked on :: Self: ::whispers:: Underground bunker?
Host AGMSergio says:
@<Crewman> CMO : I.. I don't know.. I started feeling like this about 20mins ago...
SO_Donovan says:
*CSO* aye sir. Sir I may need a medic I'm starting to feel sick
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: sees another person in the room. ::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: That would be best, but what if their shields are up?
MO_Hardy says:
$::enters the bunker ::
TO_Jury says:
::moves to the FCO's position::
CMO_Parker says:
Crewman: What have you been doing, say, in the past hour?
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: continues to follow the rest of his team and enters the bunker ::
Colonel_Kitty says:
$XO: The Jerhjah want the dilithium that belongs to us.
Host Council_Lia says:
ACTION: The bunker is bustling with activity, a lot of people working on consoles, and handling comms of the different battles going on at the time.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: I am Commander Jerni Quest, executive officer of the USS Artemis... :: looks about. ::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Crewman> ::shrugs:: CMO.. Nothing really.. Been looking for some food..
TO_Jury says:
CSO: the alternative is to EVA to the Arty
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$:;follows the group while keeping an eye on his wife::
MO_Hardy says:
$::as he enters the bunker he gets ready for a possible ambush::
CSOMacMer says:
*CMO*: How are you coming with the nausea cases, because I'm starting to loose people up here also..
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: Well, you are certainly welcome, Commander. I am afraid that this argument has blown out of all proportions.
SO_Donovan says:
::tries to find a colored ball::
FCO_Teasley says:
::walks away from the console then collapses::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: I don't know if that's practical for ships any real distance apart.
CTO_Gore says:
$::walks up to the XO side, looking over Lia::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: dryly :: Lia: So I see..... What exactly happened?  How did the firing start?
TO_Jury says:
::takes over the OPS position::
CMO_Parker says:
Crewman: :: thinks :: I don't know where we can get food. But I will see what I can do. :: injects hypospray :: That should give you enough sustenance for a while. Back to duty, crewman.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The FCO falls to the floor
Colonel_Kitty says:
$::walks over to stand beside Lia and is quiet and lets her explain::
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: As we told Starfleet in the last comm we were able to send before our subspace control center was blown to pieces... ::smirks::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Crewman> ::doesn't feel much better, but..:: CMO : Aye sir..
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: I'm not getting accurate readings from any of the sick people, but all I can do is help their hunger. I'll be up in a sec.
TO_Jury says:
*SO* The FCO has collapsed we need help here
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: That would explain why no one answered our hails.... :: nods over at OPS' direction. ::
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: sits and shuts up.. As not to offend anyone with what he might say :: 
CMO_Parker says:
Crewman: Oh, and take this. :: hands hypospray :: If you find anyone else like this, use it, OK?
CSOMacMer says:
*CMO* : Have you seen if this ship has a sick bay, and if so,  maybe there is something there that might help?
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: The Jerhajh claimed our dilithium mine as theirs. Which is preposterous!! They started sending troops, and of course we had to defend our property.
Host AGMSergio says:
<crewman> ::nods at the CMO and walks off to one of the balls, disappearing::
CTO_Gore says:
$::Crosses his arms::
SO_Donovan says:
*TO* I'm trying to get there I'm still one second
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: That's a good idea, but I haven't checked yet. I'll report back once I get there. :: walks to the ball and transports to the sickbay ::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: everything works by thought control. I'm going to request the computer to do some things
Colonel_Kitty says:
$AT: Excuse me, but is there a doctor among you?
CSOMacMer says:
TO: Good idea.
TO_Jury says:
Computer: activate cloaking device
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Kitty: Yes... :: nods over at MO :: This is doctor Hardy
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CMO finds himself in a room filled with tables.. Kinda-like bio-beds.
FCO_Teasley says:
::tries to stand up::
MO_Hardy says:
$Colonel: I am a doctor!
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: continues to watch on :: 
Colonel_Kitty says:
$MO: Would you be willing to treat some of our injured?  We are low on doctors at the moment.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::walks over to console and checks out the position of the bunker relative to where the Jerhajh positions are::
TO_Jury says:
Computer: activate weapons systems
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: As I understand it... you want to end this peaceably?   :: puts her phaser back in her holster. ::
Host Council_Lia says:
$::sighs:: All: We're low on everything right now.
CSOMacMer says:
*CMO*: Remember that a lot of things here are thought activated.  So project the right kind of vibes.....
MO_Hardy says:
$::look's over at the XO:: XO: Mam
CMO_Parker says:
:: notices surroundings :: Self: Good enough. :: tries to find any food ::
TO_Jury says:
Computer: are you listening?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The FCO feels an almost uncontrollable urge to.. well, you know what..
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: Understood.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$MO: Please provide any assistance you can...
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: That we do, yes. The Jerhjah do not understand they do not have a legal claim in our island, therefore they have no claim in the dilithium deposits in there. They just don't listen to us, but perhaps they would listen to you?
SO_Donovan says:
::starts felling worse runs to a colored ball touches it and thinks bridge::
TO_Jury says:
<computer> you are a very attractive computer
Colonel_Kitty says:
$MO: This way please.  ::goes to the next room::
FCO_Teasley says:
::feels "it" coming up and tries to hold it down::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The TO gets no reply
MO_Hardy says:
$Colonel: if u would show me to the medical facilite's
CMO_Parker says:
:: opens cupboard and looks inside, and see's... ::
MO_Hardy says:
$::folows the Colonel::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: It was told that the Jerhjah believe that you're the one trespassing on their island... :: raises her eyebrows ::
TO_Jury says:
Computer: please switch yourself on
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : CMO finds no food..
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: starts to wonder why they chose him to be on the away team :: 
Colonel_Kitty says:
$::takes the MO to a room with some injured people::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : He does find a small device.. Good looking one::
CSOMacMer says:
Bryn: Check and see if this nausea has anything to do with getting closer to the Artemis.  And if so, if there is some way to shield ourselves from it.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CNS: follow the MO and provide any medical assistance you can as well, please...
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: Of course they will say that! But we discovered and did the first mining in there, and then they invaded with that plight! Are you here to help or to argue?
CMO_Parker says:
:: nothing :: Self: Damn! This is getting annoying. :: finds and retrieves a device ::
CNS_Patters says:
$XO: Yes, sir. 
FCO_Teasley says:
::tries to talk:: Someone help
Host Council_Lia says:
ACTION: The earth beneath the AT's feet tremble, as a bomb goes off in the vicinity.
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up from her console::  CSO:  Hmmm... any idea how to do that?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: We're here to help... but not in the manner that you're thinking of...
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : As the CMO touches the device, it becomes lit with colors...
CNS_Patters says:
$:: goes to the MOs position :: MO: What can I do, Dr. Hardy?
CSOMacMer says:
::Stepping over to the FCO:: FCO: Hang in there.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::doesn't trust any of the factions::
TO_Jury says:
::places FCO in the recovery position::
MO_Hardy says:
$::take's a look around the room:: Colonel: what do u have of medical supplies.......
CMO_Parker says:
:: watches in amazement as the room slowly fills with vivid colors ::
CTO_Gore says:
$Lia: What was that?
SO_Donovan says:
::arrives on the bridge:: self: it worked
Host Council_Lia says:
$::waves her hand as if dismissing its importance:: CTO: A bomb.
CSOMacMer says:
TO: How long until the Artemis?
Colonel_Kitty says:
$MO: Not too much...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::gets tossed around a bit::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: Is it possible if I can have an audience with the leaders of the Jerhjah as well as the leaders of the Perlack
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: I'm ...........trying
TO_Jury says:
CSO: any luck accessing the computer?
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks over at the FCO, then back at her console, mumbling::  I don't suppose anyone has found medical yet....
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CMO can see representations of a lot of scans he was thinking of doing on the patients come alive in the device in his hand
CSOMacMer says:
SO: Take over the helm.  Free up the TO for transport to the Artemis.
MO_Hardy says:
$CNS: take this tricorder ::hands the CNS a med tricorder:: and see who need's  help the most right now
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: jumped in surprise, but then quickly regains her balance ::
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: I don't care about the method, I just want to stop the war. The Jerhjah have no legal ground, so we want to take this there. To a court or something.
TO_Jury says:
TO: scans the navigational controls::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: No, the computer was stubborn.
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: yes sir
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: Can you contact the representatives of Perlack?
MO_Hardy says:
$::takes out a med tricorder and start's to scan the nearest patient::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: surprise, surprise
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: takes the Tricorder, and begins scanning the people around him, making sure to remember the faces of the worst off ::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: Show the SO what we know of the helm, and then lets concentrate on getting the Artemis back.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: Is that a possibility....?
SO_Donovan says:
::makes his way to the helm::
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: We can, but they are not talking to us much. ::directs the team to the comm center::
Colonel_Kitty says:
$::watches the CNS::
CMO_Parker says:
:: watches as the representations of the patients appear ::
CSOMacMer says:
Bryn: I've got the CMO checking for the Sick Bay, I don't know if he's had any success...
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: With Starfleet's involvement, there is a possibility.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$OPS: See if you can contact them... :: nods over to him. ::
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: How much.......longer?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CMO can "sense" that he only needs to bring the Patients ere to scan then.. On the beds.
TO_Jury says:
SO: this is the navigational control and this is speed
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::takes his PADD and makes notes of the bunker, their current situation::
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  It would be helpful if he did... I need to get my hands on a medical scanner to help answer your question.
CNS_Patters says:
$ :: continues to scan the people ::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: do you want me to head for the transporter room?
CSOMacMer says:
::Looking back down:: FCO: I don't know.  We're going to try to get back to the Artemis here shortly.
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: I've found something. A device, that seems to work better than the tricorders. I just need someone to try it.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: We shall try our best, ma'am.
SO_Donovan says:
TO: ok I'll do my best to hold in the road
MO_Hardy says:
$::take's out a hypo and loads it with Asinolyathin to ease the pain of the person in front of him:: Self: there ya go
CSOMacMer says:
TO: Is there any senior staff available to go with you?
MO_Hardy says:
$CNS: what is your finding's so far
FCO_Teasley says:
::tries to stand up::
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: This is an independent planet, but we did want to join the Federation just before all these events led us to this...
SO_Donovan says:
::looks over the helm control::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: no they seem to all be assigned
CSOMacMer says:
TO: Ok, its up to me then.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: pulls CTO aside :: CTO: What is our alternative if diplomacy is not possible?
Colonel_Kitty says:
$::watches over the MO's shoulder::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$Councilman: is there a communications station around?
TO_Jury says:
CSO: well let's go
FCO_Teasley says:
::falls back down::
CSOMacMer says:
SO: Donovan, it looks like your senior person still on their feet here.  You have the bridge.  Work with Bryn on keeping the crew in one piece.
MO_Hardy says:
$::gets  out another caplse for the hypo and loads it with Analeptic::
Host Council_Lia says:
$:;points at it:: OPS: Would you do the honors? You won't find it too different than your usual.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : SO's nausea becomes rather intense.. He is also feeling a great urge to throw up..
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: We can only promise that we'll try...
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: aye sir
CSOMacMer says:
TO: Get me one of those hand phasers...  :: Start heading to a glow ball to transport to the transporter....::
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: And I hope you try hard enough. You need the dilithium as much as we need to stop the war.
CNS_Patters says:
$MO: Some of them just have broken legs, others have sprained bones.. There are some severe cases, a broken Pelvis, a broken Vertebra, and one person with a broken leg, arm, and a fracture in the skull. 
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$OPS: Once you reach them.. let me know.
CTO_Gore says:
$XO: There is no alternative if the two factions won't negotiate...
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : the CO calls out to the CSO : <Bryant> : help... I'm.. Sick.. ::no more sound::
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks at the SO::  SO:  One piece... OK.... I'm game.  ::frowns down at her counsole::  There is something I am missing here.
CMO_Parker says:
*Crewman*: Please come to sickbay. Err... Well, just think of it and you'll be here. I've found something that might help you.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: Yes.. we want to end this without blood shed....
Colonel_Kitty says:
$::winces at the CNS' description::
TO_Jury says:
::hands the CSO a phaser and takes one for himself and heads for the light ball.
FCO_Teasley says:
::hears the captain::
Host Council_Lia says:
@<CO2_Bryant> COM: XO: Your first twenty minutes are done, Commander... what's the situation? ::since there's no visual, Gala is intently polishing her nails::
TO_Jury says:
::reaches the light ball::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::smiles and politely thanks her and walks over to the comm:: COMM: Jerhajh: This is Operations Officer Lt.Jg. Ewan MacPherson-Quest of the USS Artemis, we would like to have a meeting with your leaders
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CTO: I was hoping you'd say otherwise...
CSOMacMer says:
::On the way to the transporter notice that Jason is also starting to succumb. Then receiving the CO's call..:: *CMO*: The CO is also succumbing to the nausea!  Send someone to tend to him.  I'm on my way to the Artemis, (I hope).
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks at the SO with a frown::  SO:  You OK?
TO_Jury says:
::waits for the CSO::
MO_Hardy says:
$CNS:  take this hypo......::  gives the CNS a hypo:: it's loaded with  a pain killer and a restorative give it to everyone
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn: I don't know. I do feel sick
Host Council_Lia says:
ACTION: Only static answers OPS, with a series of whistles.
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: I'm sending a med team...
Colonel_Kitty says:
$::watches MO and CNS with concern::
Host Council_Lia says:
$OPS: Perhaps our antennae is not working properly... you could try to adjust the signal... ::motions to several old-fashioned devices on the console::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: sorry I can't make out what they are saying
Ens_Bryn says:
*CMO*:  Doc, I don't suppose you have any medical scans yet on what is causing people to be ill?
CTO_Gore says:
$XO: Hmm, how about they share the mine?  Starfleet could divide the dilithium between the two factions fairly and in an unbiased manner.
CSOMacMer says:
::Touching the glow ball, and thinking of going to the transporters...::
CNS_Patters says:
$MO: Alrighty :: takes the hypo spray, and goes to the first person, who is sleeping and injects him, doing the same with the rest of them ::
Ens_Bryn says:
SO:  Think you can hold up awhile?
MO_Hardy says:
$CNS: which  one is the on with the fractured skull ?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$COMM: USS Artemis: There are definite signs of warfare going on captain... I'm attempting to have an audience with representatives from both factions... to see if we can reach a mutual agreement for all.
SO_Donovan says:
Bryan: do you feel fine?
TO_Jury says:
::touches light ball and thinks transporter room::
CMO_Parker says:
*Bryn*: I still have to find someone to use it on. I've asked a crewman to come and try it.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : CSO gets transported into the TR room, which has five large light balls in it..
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$OPS: Try filtering.. and narrowing the bandwidths.
Ens_Bryn says:
::checks herself over::  SO:  At the moment I do.
FCO_Teasley says:
CMO: Doc, whatever...that thing is......use it.....now
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$Council: aye ::looks at them and says to self:: How primitive
CMO_Parker says:
*Med*: Please report to the captain. Bring him back to sickbay.
Host Council_Lia says:
@<CO2_Bryant> COM: XO: Offer them to come to the Artemis, as a neutral ground for negotiations if possible. I'll contact you again in 20 minutes, but if you see the need, by all means contact us. Bryant out.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CTO: Ah.. yes.... :: nods :: But will that satisfy both parties?
TO_Jury says:
CSO: well here we are
CMO_Parker says:
FCO: Didn't notice you come in. :: looks at him and uses the device, and scans him ::
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn: that may be because of your symbiont
CSOMacMer says:
::As the TO appears next to Jason, turning to the TO:: TO: Get three more people here, and make sure we all have phasers.
Ens_Bryn says:
*CMO*:  Donavan seems to be coming down with it.  I need a correlation to help.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$COMM: Artemis: Aye sir... Quest out.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::adjust the antennae to the comm:: COMM: Jerhajh: This is Operations Officer Lt.Jg. Ewan MacPherson-Quest of the USS Artemis, we would like to have a meeting with your leaders
Ens_Bryn says:
SO:  Hmmm... you think so?
Host Council_Lia says:
$CTO: Well, we have better than this, but we can't reach several of our resources. We are under invasion, just in case you hadn't noticed ::dryly::
CTO_Gore says:
$XO: If they agree to turn the mine over to starfleet...because i doubt that if the agree to share the mine they could both use it without fighting with joint ownership.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CMO has the FCO.. But now.. Which scan will he make first?
CSOMacMer says:
::Bending over a moment, then quelling a wave of nausea...:: *SO*: Are we within transport range of the Artemis?
TO_Jury says:
*security team alpha* please report to the transporter room with phasers
MO_Hardy says:
$::gets  his med equipment and head's  over  to the patient:: Self: now lets see what we have here then ::scans the fracture skull::
CMO_Parker says:
*All Med Officers*: THis is the CMO please bring any crew that are ill to the sickbay. We need to get the captain and science officer, that's our priority.
TO_Jury says:
CSO: I feel crook
CNS_Patters says:
$:: continues to giving everyone hypos ::
CTO_Gore says:
$Lia: I beg your pardon?
Ens_Bryn says:
SO:  I wish I had a tricorder right now ::looks around the room in frustration::
CMO_Parker says:
:: attempts find vital signs ::
Host Council_Lia says:
<Jerhjah> COM: OPS: Federation calling from a Perlack base? Do you take us for fools?
Host Council_Lia says:
$CTO: Oh sorry, I meant that to the guy over the comm, not you.
TO_Jury says:
CSO: I'll go first if you like
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn: I had one, but I can't remember what I did with it
FCO_Teasley says:
CMO: Please doc.....before I put a new color in this room
CTO_Gore says:
$Lia: Oh ::smiles:: 
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : All around, reports come in to the CSO about crew becoming more and more ill.. All over the ship
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: hears Lia :: Lia: Other resources?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$:surprised look:: COMM: Jerhajh: Well we just arrived here and now we wish to have negotiations with you too
MO_Hardy says:
$*XO*: I  have a patient here who I should get up to sickbay mam... he's in really bad shape here
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks back at Donovan::  SO:  If you could remember, it could help me figure some of this stuff out.  Otherwise, all we are is guessing.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$*MO*: Make it so.
CNS_Patters says:
$:: continues to hypo the peoples ::
CSOMacMer says:
::Seeing the three other tac officers show up, taking a phaser from one of them:: TO: Ok, lets all focus on the computer core of the other ship, the Artemis...
CMO_Parker says:
FCO: :: attempts any scan that he knows of :: What can you tell me about it? I have no idea what is happening.
Host Council_Lia says:
<Jerhjah> COM: OPS: Oh how convenient! ::the voice is tingled with heavy sarcasm:: I bet you have joined the Perlack's side and are going to destroy us if we don't surrender our dilithium mine, right?
TO_Jury says:
::touches the light ball and thinks of the Artemis computer core::
FCO_Teasley says:
CMO: I got this big urge to you know "cough up"
Colonel_Kitty says:
$MO: You're taking him where?
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn: I'll try. If I go unconscious make sure you get us back to the Artemis
CMO_Parker says:
:: tests heartbeat ::
CSOMacMer says:
::After making sure everyone understands:: TO: Ok, lets all reach for the glow balls together now...  ::Reaching::
CNS_Patters says:
$:: completes giving everyone the hypo injection and heads back over to the XO's position :: 
MO_Hardy says:
$Colonel: with our permission I want to bring him to our ship for some medical treatment......I  can't do too much for him down here
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The TO and CSO don't go anywhere.. And the lights go red, for some reason::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$:keeps his cool:: COMM: Jerhajh: We wish no harm nor do we seek any kinda of retaliation, we are here to negotiate a peace, nothing less nothing more
CSOMacMer says:
::Reaching, thinking about the Artemis, the real Artemis away from this ship, and reaching the computer core::
CMO_Parker says:
:: looks at the stomach, and what he ate lately ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CTO: to turn it over to starfleeet... huh?   hum.. only if both of them agree to that... :: nods at CNS as they join them ::
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks concerned at the Donovan and swallows::  SO:  yes sir...
Colonel_Kitty says:
$MO: Very well.
TO_Jury says:
::thinks of the real Artemis computer core::
CNS_Patters says:
$:: listens on to the XO's conversation::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: Well, we can try a ship to ship comm....
Host Council_Lia says:
ACTION: the comm goes dead for a couple of minutes, and a different voice takes over the Jerhjah's comm
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : CMO can see nothing unusual with the food he has in his stomach.. His stomach acids, however, are in a higher concentration than on his former scans of himself::
SO_Donovan says:
Byan: yes sir what?
MO_Hardy says:
$COM: Artemis: CMO: I have a patient here which is TR up to u, he has a fractured skull and massive internal bleeding
TO_Jury says:
::feels sicker::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: goes over to OPS :: OPS: How is it going?   :: puts a hand on his shoulder ::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: I gotta get to sick bay
Ens_Bryn says:
SO:  You said to make sure the ship got back, should anything happen to you...  Be so kind as to let nothing happen to you
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::is now getting frustrated:: COMM: Jerhajh: Are you there?
Host Council_Lia says:
<Jerhjah> COM: OPS: We have detected your ship orbiting the planet, Lieutenant. We understand your intentions, but the last time we tried to negotiate, our attempts were met by heavy fire from the Perlack. What guarantees this won't happen again?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: it goes and it goes not well
CSOMacMer says:
TO: We're all feeling bad.  I don't know if the CMO or any other MO staff is actually in sick bay.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : And as the CMO scans the rest of the patients, he can see they have the same higher acidity in their stomachs.::
CNS_Patters says:
$:: continues to just stand there ::
TO_Jury says:
*SO* do you have co-ords for the Artemis?
Host Council_Lia says:
@<Artemis> COM: MO: We got your signal, we'll transport to sickbay right away. Artemis out.
FCO_Teasley says:
CMO: What's the news?
MO_Hardy says:
$COM: Artemis: TR: one person to beam directly to sickbay
SO_Donovan says:
Byan: I did? ok then, I think my remember is going to. I can't think straight
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: looks over at CNS :: CNS: How good are your negotiating skills, Mr. Patterson?
CMO_Parker says:
FCO: I'm going to try to get some of those gases out of you. :: injects effervescent ::
Host Council_Lia says:
ACTION: The injured Perlack is beamed away from the underground bunker, and into the Artemis' sickbay.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::sighs:: COMM: Jerhajh: We will beam your representative and the Perlack's to the Artemis and we'll negotiate there
CNS_Patters says:
$XO: Well if I am capable of talking a mad man out of killing himself, I think I might be half decent. 
Ens_Bryn says:
::hides her concern::  SO:  OK... ::gives him a light smile::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: we might need to think of the co-ordinates for Artemis
CSOMacMer says:
TO: I thought that's what you were going for.
SO_Donovan says:
*TO*: I'll look get me a second
Host Council_Lia says:
<JerhJah> COM: OPS: We demand an immediate cease of fire. If this demand is complied, we will gladly join you in your ship for negotiations.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CNS: Good... :: nods ::
MO_Hardy says:
$CNS: here take what u need from the med kit and so something about the sprained legs and arm, ribs  bannde what need's to be taken care of
FCO_Teasley says:
::feels the gases going in circles::
CSOMacMer says:
::Looking back at glow balls,....wondering what made them turn color...::
SO_Donovan says:
::looks down at all the pretty lights on the console::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: I'm gonna give someone a whipping when I get to the Arty
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::sighs:: COMM: Jerhajh: Aye. wait one minutes and I'll tell them
CMO_Parker says:
:: grabs a bucket ::
CSOMacMer says:
::Looking over at TO and giving him, literally, a sick grin::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: they want the Perlacks to agree with a cease-fire
Host Council_Lia says:
$::hears the Jerhjah in plain disbelief::
CMO_Parker says:
FCO: Aim it in here :: points to bucket ::
TO_Jury says:
CSO: tear them limb from limb
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: raises eyebrows at OPS ::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CMO's attempts fail, as the FCO can't hold his stomach any longer.
CSOMacMer says:
::Bending over in another spasm of nausea, stomping foot in frustration, I wish the SO would hurry up!!!::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: turns to Lia :: Lia: I believe here's your chance...?
CNS_Patters says:
$XO: What is it you wanted me to do?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: no cease fire, then no negotiations
TO_Jury says:
CSO: and then I'm gonna roast their hearts and feed them to my dog
CMO_Parker says:
:: looks away ::
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: They say so, but... what guarantees that they will comply?
FCO_Teasley says:
CMO: Doc....get a.............
CSOMacMer says:
::Dog??:: TO: You have a dog?
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks at her console, concentrating on internal scans::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$OPS: I understand.. :: nods :: Lia: Do we have a cease fire?
CMO_Parker says:
:: grabs a bucket and towel ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: Sometimes... we need to take the first step of faith...
TO_Jury says:
CSO: once when I was a kid
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CMO starts to feel the same symptoms also..
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: With their word that they will retreat from our territory, as we will from theirs during the time the negotiation lasts.
FCO_Teasley says:
::feels "It" coming into his mouth::
CSOMacMer says:
::Forcing himself to straighten up....:: *SO*: Have you got those coordinates yet?
CMO_Parker says:
:: begins to feel a little sick ::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: I have one, back home.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : By now, everyone on the alien ship, except for Kayan is having a hard time holding their stomachs down..::
Host Council_Lia says:
$XO: And your personal guarantee that you will take active action if they start firing during the negotiations.
TO_Jury says:
CSO: mine was a mean junkyard mongrel
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$ COMM: Jerhajh: The Perlacks are willing if you will agree that both factions leave the mines during the negotiations
FCO_Teasley says:
::"it" comes out of his mouth::
MO_Hardy says:
$::take's the round and bandages the rest of the patients and some minor surgery when needed::
TO_Jury says:
*SO* are you using an abacus up there?
CNS_Patters says:
$:: wonders what the heck he is going to be doing ::
CSOMacMer says:
TO: Mine is a pure bred.  But that breed is the only on on the planet.
Host Council_Lia says:
<JerhJah> COM: OPS: We would be willing to agree to that, as long as they retire their troops from our continent as well.
CSOMacMer says:
::Leaning back against wall of the room, trying to hold it all together inside...::
SO_Donovan says:
*CSO*: hold on sir I can't find it
FCO_Teasley says:
::finishes "going" and falls backwards::
CMO_Parker says:
FCO: Just let it go, let it all out.
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn: help please
CMO_Parker says:
:: picks up bucket and finds away to dispose of it ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: thinks: slow... but we're making progress ::
TO_Jury says:
::I'm gonna give that SO a whipping too::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CTO: Have a security team sent to lock and secure all weapons during the negotiation period....
MO_Hardy says:
$Colonel: there i have done what I  can for them with the equipment I have available here but they will pull though with enough rest
Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10005.12>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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